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Overview
 Description of Dynamic updating
 Steps in updating process
• With use of an IT platform

 Benefits

What is dynamic updating?
 Continuous updating process based on the most important clinical
questions within KP’s guideline portfolio
• Allows KP’s National Guideline Program to focus resources on updates that will
have the most timely, clinical impact within the KP delivery system
• Requires review of questions to determine those that are clinically important
and those that can be retired or combined with other questions
 Use of a priority ranking for clinical importance and importance for literature
surveillance/monitoring
 Involves clinical leads and methodologists

 Guidelines no longer updated on bi-annual cycle
• The most important clinical questions are addressed first followed by the
remainder
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Steps in updating process
1. Create priority grid for each guideline


Consists of all clinical questions for the specific guideline

2. Create and document search strategy


Includes running searches through a filter comprised of the top 5+ journals for
that disease area



Separate searches constructed for RCTs, SRs, and Cochrane
•

RCTs/SRs searched in PubMed (Medline)

3. Assess filtered studies for inclusion/exclusion


Incorporates use of an IT platform

4. Determine if an update is warranted based on included studies


Qualitative assessment



Quantitative assessment
•

Mini-database (using IT platform)

5. Update rationale/recommendation


Using IT platform

1. Create priority grid for each guideline
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2a. Create and document search strategy
Example: CAD Screening Question
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2b. Run searches through a specified high-impact journal filter
Example: CAD Screening Question

**Journals in red box indicate top 5 journals were chosen using a methodology similar to AHRQ; Clinical Leads were polled for
other high-impact journals relevant to each sub-domain.
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3. Evaluate filtered studies using inclusion/exclusion
criteria
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4a. Qualitative Evaluation
 When matching, relevant systematic reviews and/or individual studies
are found in the filtered literature search, ES staff qualitatively
evaluates them for their potential to change the prior clinical
recommendation(s).
•

New studies change the interpretation of “effectiveness”

•

New studies change the balance of benefits and harms

•

New studies introduce a potentially alternative intervention

•

New studies introduce a clinically important expansion of screening, testing or treatment

 If an update is warranted, ES staff puts the clinical question into the
queue for an update of the systematic review and, as needed, the
rationale and clinical recommendation(s).
• This requires a complete review of all articles elicited from search strategy
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4b. Quantitative Evaluation
 When the qualitative assessment finds that the impact of the identified
systematic reviews and/or studies is unclear, a quantitative assessment is
performed.
 Consists of a cumulative meta-analysis, including the new data, to determine
whether a change in the clinical recommendation(s) may be warranted.
• The new confidence interval (CI) crosses 1.0 when the old one did not.
• The updated CI does not cross 1.0, when the prior CI did.
• The CI includes appreciable effect while the old CI did not; AND both the new
and old CI included 1.0.
• The new CI does NOT include appreciable effect while the old one did; AND
both the new and old CI included 1.0.

 If an update is warranted, ES staff puts the clinical question into the queue
for an update of the systematic review and, as needed, the rationale and
clinical recommendation(s).
• This requires a complete review of all articles elicited from search strategy
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Additional Evaluation Information
 When no systematic reviews or studies are found that match the
clinical question (as documented in PICO format) or meet inclusion
criteria, or if the qualitative/quantitative assessment demonstrates no
change to the current recommendation(s), the GLT determines that
an update of the systematic review is not warranted and the clinical
question is returned to the queue for future literature surveillance.
 In cases where an identified new systematic review does not change
a recommendation, but the GLT determines it is of higher quality, is
quantitative, or is more current than the prior systematic review, ES
staff puts the clinical question into the queue for an update of the
rationale utilizing the replacement systematic review and following the
NGP methodology.
• Update dependent on resource availability
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4b. Meta-Analysis: Adding Custom Data
Add custom data to quickly
assess potential impact of
new studies

Create a custom meta-analysis
with hypothetical data or
recreate published meta-analyses

5. Update Rationale in VCW

**May only consist of a statement that no new evidence was found or that new evidence didn't change existing SR or
recommendations.
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Benefits
 The most important clinical questions are updated first
• Use of prioritization scheme

 Abstract review more efficient
• Limited to only those identified in the filter
• Conducted in an IT platform where record of rejects/accepts done automatically
• Generation of automatic Quorom diagram

 Can quickly assess if new evidence will impact current recommendations
• Qualitative/quantitative review
• Use of IT platform

 Revised recommendations stored in IT platform
• Can be exported to KP’s internal library or to other formats in close to “real-time” of
update
 Clinicians able to access most current information

 Saves time and resource use
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